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Abstract- Wind energy is a promising alternative to the traditional energy sources. Due to the increasing wind power 

penetration, the improvement of the control strategies becomes a new challenge for the manufacturers in order to comply 

with the grid interconnection requirements. By implementing different control techniques the control of permanent 

magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) can be achieved for wind turbine applications. In this paper, speed control and 

current control techniques are considered at generator side and grid side converter model respectively in PMSG which 

provides full controllability of the DC-link voltage and the reactive power delivered to the grid. Simulation and 

experimental results are presented. 
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Introduction-  

Wind power generation has registered a large increase over the last years. The installed wind power capacity is doubling every 

third year and the recent energy crisis has stimulated even more its growth. 

However, in order to keep increasing the wind power penetration, the cost reduction of the generated energy is crucial. This can 

be achieved through the use of more efficient, reliable and cost-effective wind turbines. Among the many different wind energy 

conversion technologies, one of the most promising is the direct drive topology based on PMSGs with a full-scale power 

converter, because it allows variable speed operation and fulfills the grid requirements with high efficiency. Two Control 

strategies are applied at Generator and Grid Side Control model respectively.  

 

PMSG drive system 

The PMSG drive system is composed of a generator, whose parameters are shown in Table I, two three-phase voltage-source 

converters in a back-to-back topology, with a dc-link capacitor of 4.7 mF, and an output filter of 15 mH. 

 

Table 1. Permanent magnet synchronous generator parameters 

 

Power                                  P  2.2 kW 

Speed                                 N  1750 rpm 

Voltage                               V  316 V 

Current                                I  5.2 A 

Number of pole pairs          p  8 

Armature resistance          Rs  3.85 Ω 

Magnet flux linkage          ᴪPM 0.244 Wb 

d-axis inductance                Ld  1 mH 

q-axis inductance              Lq  1 mH 

 

Speed control technique 

A speed control strategy with hysteresis current control is applied to the PMSG- generator side converter (Fig. 1), in order to 

control the generator speed and to obtain the maximum electromagnetic torque with the minimum current. To achieve this goal, 

the d component of the stator currents is forced to zero and the electromagnetic torque is controlled through the q component. As 

the current control is performed in the rotor reference frame, a coordinate‟s transformation is required to obtain the reference 

stator currents. 

 
Figure 1: Speed control technique 
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Current control technique 

For the grid-side converter, in order to keep the dc link voltage constant, as shown in Fig. 2, Current control technique requires 

internal current control loops, in a rotating reference frame and the elimination of the current cross coupling between d and q 

components, which needs a feed-forward compensation of some terms (ωLid, ωLiq). The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) estimates the 

grid voltage space vector angle, ϒ, for the coordinate‟s transformation. The d-axis of the reference frame is aligned with the grid 

voltage space vector; then, a unity power factor is achieved when iq is set to zero, and the current and voltage space vectors are in 

phase. Finally, the gate drive pulses are obtained through a PWM scheme. 

 

 
Figure 2: Current control technique 

 

Simulation Result 

The simulation of PMSG drive system was carried out using the PSIM. Speed control and current control techniques were 

implemented in generator and grid side converter model. Mathematical model of wind turbine with torque equation is used in the 

simulation. Generator switching pulse  ,    and grid switching pulse   ,    are shown. Also    ,    ,    , P_grid, P_inverter, 

P_load, Torque,       ,       are shown in the figures. 

 

 
Figure 3: Graph of (  ) 

 

 
Figure 4: Graph of (  ) 

 

 
Figure 5: Graph of (  ) 
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Figure 6: Graph of (  ) 

 
Figure 7: Graph of (   ) 

 
Figure 8: Graph of (  ) 

 
Figure 9: Graph of (  ) 

 

 
Figure 10: Graph of (P_grid) 

 
Figure 11: Graph of (P_inverter) 
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Figure 12: Graph of (P_load) 

 
Figure 13: Graph of (Torque) 

 

 
Figure 14: Graph of (      ) 

 
 

Figure 15: Graph of (     ) 

 

Conclusion 

The performed comparative study allows to conclude that all the implemented control strategies are suitable to PMSG drives for 

wind turbines applications. However, with speed control techniques applied to the drive, it shows a better general performance 

since lower current distortion, higher grid power factor and higher overall efficiency are obtained. On the other hand, current  

control has a better dynamic response and it is less computational demanding.  

Speed and current control combination might be an ideal choice, depending on the desired performance tradeoff.  
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